
Your Wellness Retreat in the
Banks of River Ganga 

www.alexloizaga.com



We offer an exclusive 10-day
wellness experience in the town

of Rishikesh hosted by Alex
Loizaga, to immerse yourself in

the ancient practice of Yoga and
Meditation



Surrounded by deep jungle
forests, and located at the banks

of river Ganga, the city of
Rishikesh is the Yoga capital of
the world and the gateway to

the Himalayas



What Are We
Offering?



HATHA YOGA

Realign your
energies through

the practice of
Asana 



PRANAYAMA 
Calm and sooth your

mind by controling
your life force



MEDITATION
Turn inwards and
discover your true

nature



PHILOSOPHY
Gain knowledge on
the ancient practice

of Yoga and Vedanta



AYURVEDA

Heal your body and
mind through the

ancient practice of
Ayurveda



KIRTAN
Praise the divine

through the practice
of Bhakti Yoga



AARATI Witness the offering
of light to the Divine



EXPLORE
Explore the surroundings
and visit ancient temples
and caves to meditate in



KUNJAPURI

Located at an altitude of 1676m,
Kunjapuri is a temple dedicted to
Devi or goddes Durga. From here

you can see the snow caped
mountains of the Garhwal

Himalayas.



VASHISTA
CAVE

Vashista's cave is said to be the
place where Sage and Yogi Vashista

lived and meditated.



JHILMIL
CAVE

Jhilmil cave is said to be the place
where Shiva and Baba Goraknath

discussed Yoga and meditated
together for a long time



HARI KI 
PAURI

Each evening at sunset, the priests
of Har ki Pauri in Haridwar, perform

the Aarati where fire is offered to the
sacred river Ganga



The Retreat
Centre



Just a few meters away from river Ganga,
Indira Nikunj offers 20+ rooms, with attached

bathroom and AC. 2 yoga halls, as well as spa
facilities offering a wide range of Wellness &

Ayurvedic treatments. 



Additionally, the property has a roof top
restaurant, with outstanding views of

Rishikesh, river Ganga and the surrounding
mountains



ROOMS



YOGA HALL



SPA



What is Included?

We have limited the maximum number of people who can

attend the retreat to 12 individuals. 

This way we can guarantee the best experience possible.



What is Included?
- Hatha Yoga - 15 hrs

- Pranayama - 10hrs

- Meditation - 12 hrs

- Philosophy - 12 hrs

- Kirtan - 3 hrs

- Ayurvedic consultation

- 1 hovan (fire ritual)



- 3 meals per day + morning and afternoon tea

- 11 nights accomodation in single room with AC and attached

bathroom

- 5 excursions around Rishikesh area 

(Triveni Ghat aarati, Haridwar aarati, Vashista cave, Kunjapuri

temple, jhilmil cave). All transportation included.

What is Included?



What is Not Included?

- Air tickets Delhi/Deradhun

- Airport pick up (available at additional cost)

- Anything else not included included in "what is included section"



Retreat Schedule



Alex is a spiritual & life coach, who after climbing the corporate ladder for over 7 years, decided

a traditional office job was not for him. It was in 2017 when he decided to leave his corporate

job and travel to Nepal and India in search of some meaning to his life. 

He then decided to change his life completely,

and embarked himself on a journey of self

discovery to find his purpose in life. This journey

made him question every single aspect about

his existence, and inevitable 'THAT' which

transcends all of us.

About Alex Loizaga



This search led him to formally train himself in different
spiritual and self development practices

2018 - 2019 

Sri Yoga Ashram, Rishikesh, India

Hatha Yoga (200 hrs) and Kundalini Yoga (200

hrs) certified by Yoga Alliance

2018

Indian Palmistry Institute, Rishikesh, India

Vedic Astrology (100hrs)

2019

Spanish Institute of NLP, Spain

Neuro-linguistic Programming (NLP) Master-

Trainer 

2021 - PRESENT

University of Essex, UK

Bachelors Degree in Psychology



TO BOOK YOUR RETREAT VISIT
www.alexloizaga.com/rishikesh


